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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM ANONYMOUS 

 

‘Reasonable chastisement’ is not synonymous with physical abuse 

I am writing in objection to the plans to remove the wording of ‘reasonable 

chastisement’ from the Children (Equal Protection from Assault) (Scotland) 

Bill. 

I am writing as a parent of two small children. My eldest [daughter] is [ 

 ] (aged 2 years 3 months) and my youngest [son] [  ] (aged 7 

months). I have used reason able physical chastisement with my daughter 

and it has at times been the only means of discipline that she has responded 

well to.  

We don’t use smacking exclusively as a means of discipline. We have tried 

social exclusion techniques like ‘the naughty step’ and have started to use 

restriction of privileges as she develops and understands more. But our 

experience is that different methods of discipline are more affective at 

different stages dependent on a child’s cognitive and behavioural 

development. 

We found from between the ages of 1 and 2 year old that smacking was by 

far the most effective method of discipline with our daughter and by far the 

least traumatic for her. Social exclusion techniques seemed to be torturous 

for her. She simply did not have the capacity to understand that the exclusion 

was discipline rather than abandonment, whereas she has no such problems 

with smacking. 

The benefits of smacking are that it is easy for the child to understand and the 

discipline is over and done with in a matter of seconds. We barely use it now 

with our eldest, not because we are opposed to it, but because other methods 

are becoming more appropriate for her level of development. But we are ever 

so thankful for the freedom to smack our child for I believe it has resulted in a 

well-discipline little girl. 

I feel that the withdrawal of that freedom would hamstring parents. Discipline 

in those early years would become a very difficult process and I believe 

almost unachievable by using other methods that require a greater measure 

of cognitive development. So, not only would it be a great tragedy for parents 

and the development of their children, but no doubt society wider. If this bill 

passes, I will not be surprised at all if we reap what the government has sewn 
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and see a decline in children’s behaviour that will have ramification on adult 

life. 

Not only do I think this proposed legislation is harmful to children, parents and 

society wider, but I also think it is authoritarian in nature. 

I believe that as a parent I know the needs of my children better than the 

government and are best equipped to make decisions for them on their 

behalf. But this proposed legislation contests that idea. The proposed 

legislation suggests that I am not fit to make decisions on behalf of my 

children or make decisions regarding how they should be raised, but that the 

government knows best. 

With respect, the government does not know my children; neither do they 

know what is best for each individual child in the country. Though the aim to 

prevent abuse of the freedoms parents have is noble, a blanket ban on 

‘reasonable chastisement’ is hubris. It will not prevent the physical abuse of 

vulnerable children and it will straight-jacket loving parents who are tailoring 

their discipline for their individual children. Needless to say, I do not wish for 

my parental responsibility to be trumped by legislators in Holyrood and I see 

this proposed bill as a threat to my rights to try to govern my family to the best 

of my ability. 

 


